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Actor Tanmay Ssingh was well received by the audience with his debutant film Sayonee released this year. After his debut musical ...
Tanmay Ssingh Signs Three Music Video Deal With Patthar Wargi Producer Vinay Gupta Even Before Its Release
NASA’s Perseverance Mars rover used one of its two microphones to listen as the Ingenuity helicopter flew for the fourth time on April 30, 2021. A new video combines footage of the solar-powered ...
NASA’s Perseverance Captures Video, Audio of Fourth Ingenuity Flight
For all Haryanvi music fans, check-out latest Haryanvi song 'Inaam' sung by Masoom Sharma, Manisha Sharma. The song 'Inaam' is produced by Kshitij Gupta and directed by Ricky Rapria, Shekhar Salaria.
Check Out Latest Haryanvi Song Music Video - 'Inaam' Sung By Masoom Sharma, Manisha Sharma
Sincere Engineer has announced that they will be releasing a new album. The album is called Bless My Psyche and will be out September 10 via Hopeless Records. They have also released a music video for ...
Sincere Engineer announces album, releases new video
In a video released by Nasa, its blades can be heard humming softly on a 262m roundtrip.. Read more at straitstimes.com.
Perseverance rover captures sound of Ingenuity flying on Mars
NASA's Perseverance rover has for the first time captured the low-pitched whirring of the Ingenuity helicopter's blades as it flies through the rarefied Martian atmosphere.
Have a Listen to The Historic Sound of Ingenuity Flying on Mars
For the first time, the world can hear the hum of Ingenuity's rotors spinning as it soars through the thing atmosphere on Mars. Perseverance captured the sounds during the copter's fourth flight.
Listen to Ingenuity fly on Mars! NASA releases first audio of the hum of the helicopter's rotors
Sanjeev Gupta’s billion-dollar plans to transform Whyalla with a green steel revolution have been exposed as a feel-good mirage.
Paul Starick: Sanjeev Gupta’s grand Whyalla ambition folds | The State
Washington: NASA's Perseverance rover has for the first time captured the low-pitched whirring of the Ingenuity helicopter's blades as it flies through the rarefied Martian atmosphere. The space ...
Listen: Perseverance rover captures sound of Ingenuity flying on Mars
It is a great avenue to express yourself,” said McCauley Kinzer before the session. “I look at this as an opportunity.” ...
Making a musical mark: Mt. Pleasant Sound Studio opens on a high note
Audio gadget and synth maker Teenage Engineering is teaming up with Capcom again, announcing today that it's bringing Street Fighter and Mega Man video content to its OP-Z app. The companies ...
Teenage Engineering's Capcom videopaks blend your music with classic games
A Kumasi-based sound engineer, Emmanuel Sarpong, also known as Emsarp Music has opened up on how God warned him to quit all secular events and fully focus on gospel-related activities.
'God warned me to quit secular events' - Popular Sound Engineer tells his story
Pro Media Audio Video recently announced its entry into the UK and Europe, with the appointment of Eddie Thomas to lead its expansion. Here he shares details of his experience, vision and team.
Q&A: Eddie Thomas, EU director, Pro Media Audio Video
Bengaluru-based Headfone, an app that helps create and share audio content with listeners across India, wants to take the lead in the Indian audio market.
These former Facebook engineers’ social startup aims to become the Netflix of audio platforms
Hina Khan will be seen in the new music video, Patthar Wargi next. The actress's official social media account shared the teaser of the music video along with its release date. The song will be out on ...
Hina Khan's new music video Patthar Wargi releases on Eid, May 14
A strategic partnership will see DREAMSTAGE and Deezer working together to merge recorded and live music in a streamlined experience.
How DREAMSTAGE is taking live music streaming by storm, with global streaming service Deezer by its side
The new song ‘Aao Na’ on Zee Music is directed by Vipul Gupta, produced by Paranox and is sung by the newcomer Bhamini Jha ...
Debutant director Vipul Gupta gets praises from choreographer Rahul Shetty for his first song ‘Aao Na’
German audio brand Sennheiser is considering the modern lifestyles of its consumers by reimagining in-ear headphones with its release of the new IE 300. Designed for today’s audiophiles, the IE 300 is ...
A Weekend With the Sennheiser IE 300 Headphones Shows Off Serious Sound Quality
Recorded in their hometown of Chicago, with long-time collaborator/producer, Matt Jordan, Bless My Psyche is the follow up to 2017’s ‘Rhombithian’, and continues to juxtapose hopeful expectations and ...
Sincere Engineer Announces New Album 'Bless My Psyche'
For all Hindi music fans, check-out latest Hindi song 'Aao Na' sung by Bhamini Jha. The song 'Aao Na' is produced by Paranox and directed by Vipul Gupta. Music of song Aao Na by singer Bhamini Jha is ...
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